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Four amazing shifter romances from Terry for only .99 for a limited time!Ã‚Â Hot tiger shifter

brothers fall for curvy, sassy mates while fighting the bad guys in the shifter world and helping their

dragon bosses. Bonus sexy menage book A Dragon&apos;s Heart!A Tiger&apos;s BountyJace is

tall, dark and handsome. He&apos;s also a super rare tiger shifter, with orange eyes and a keen

sense of justice that has him constantly on the hunt for the worst criminals in the shifter world. When

a particular case brings him in contact with a beautiful, vulnerable woman needing rescue, he has

no choice but to step in and offer protection. But the longer he spends time with Amber, the more he

isn&apos;t sure he can ever let her go. And that&apos;s dangerous for a man in his position.A

Tiger&apos;s TreasureCarter CunninghamÃ‚Â is all work and no play. As a rare tiger shifter

working undercover as a detective, he has a lot of people to protect and no time to think about

something like finding a mate. Even though he can&apos;t afford to get distracted, his tiger

can&apos;t help but take notice when he&apos;s assigned a sexy new partner, one with curves that

kill and dangerous secrets that make the protective tiger in him sit up and growl.A Tiger&apos;s

DestinyKel Cunningham is the only white tiger shifter in the world. Taller, stronger, and faster than

almost anyone, he&apos;s the best protection money can buy. Still, his two older brothers have

found mates and Kel is ready to find a special someone of his own and settle down. And when his

latest job brings him face to face with curvy Sofia, the first woman to make his tiger sit up and growl

possessively, he thinks maybe she&apos;s the one. That is, if he can keep her safe and figure out

why everyone in the underworld seems to be hunting her.A Dragon&apos;s HeartTor and Perry are

Dragon shifters, powerful protectors of their region and the people and shifters in it. With the world

only getting more evil, Tor and Perry know there&apos;s only one thing to do. Find a mate, one

brave enough to be gifted with a third dragon power to join their triad. They just need to find

someone brave. Too bad the only woman they seem to be interested in is their curvy secretary, a

woman they found hiding under a desk...
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A very unique and captivating series, with lots of great characters and lots of action, twists and

intrigue. There were quite a few proofing errors but they didn't detract too much from the stories. I

enjoyed several hours of intense reading and had trouble putting it down, but was very grateful that

all of the stories were connected in this series, even though they could each be stand alone books. I

have just found a new author to add to my favorites list and am looking forward to reading more of

her books. I would definitely recommend this series to others and even though there were sexual

scenes, they were not overly graphic or the main empathise of the stories, as is the case in a lot of

shifter romances. Janice M

I love Terry's books. This series was no exception. The characters were well developed and worked

together, each adding personality and depth to the story. The tigers helped the dragons and visa

versa just like a family. I love how the characters appear in all the books not just the one about their

own individual mating. That carry over of characters makes the reading flow easier. You add the

personality to the book and the banter between the friends and brothers. There was plenty of action

and suspense to keep you intrigued and entertained. Likewise, there was hot sexy lovin to keep you

read as well. The ladies were each unique. They had their own strength and softness that they

brought to the stories. This was a great read and I recommend Terry's books to all shifter romance

readers.

I love Terry Bolryder's books. Mostly I love how she has the explicit sex without it being just pure

pornography. It's integral to the story, integrated with the events with important story building

conversations and emotions in it. She shifts from one pov to the other seamlessly and really gets



into the personalities. I have to say, though, she needs to keep straight who is who. In the third tiger

book of this series, she called the oldest of the family (Carter) the middle brother. Oops. Other than

that and a few typos that the spell checker is unable to catch (IE: he and she interchanged, the,

they, and then mixed accidentally), the books are excellent, and I look forward to reading more by

her.

This four book set is a thriller from page one! I would recommend this series to anyone who likes

paranormal, suspense and action as well as romance books.The author has just gotten a fan for life.

I look forward to reading more books like these. I am catching up on my reading since I retired

because now I have time to read while sitting and waiting on my Mom and any other family

members at doctors' offices and other appointments.

All four stories in this series bundle we're totally great. You got sucked in you also got all the

emotion and angst all mixed together to make great stories. I would definitely suggest a series to

anyone who loves the supernatural world.

When I download this series, I didn't realize that I had read these stories in the past, so, I got to

enjoy them the second time around. What I really liked was that each couple had their own story

and how they achieved their HEA. I especially got a kick out of the story of Perry, Tor, and Lexie.

They were their own person and yet together, they became one. The characters in each of the

stories were well developed and complex. The storylines were imaginative and interesting.

Obviously I'm a big fan and I totally recommend this series for your enjoyment.

I loved meeting the 3 tiger shifter brothers and the 2 dragons they work for. Each story dealt with

different types of exciting difficulties to be overcome. As usual, Terry Bolryder's stories are super hot

but with very realistic characters (in how they react to things) and a detailed setting. I think this set

follows time-wise after the Double Dragons set and then the Awakened Dragon set. That also

seems to be the order in which they were written. If you like shifters, dragons, action, heat and great

characters, then these are for you. However, I would read them in the order I gave you. It just

seems to make the most sense. Enjoy!

A great bundle to read. Definitely relaxing on a weekend read. Great characters. Each shifter story

is a delightful read but together it made one hell of a steamy bundle. Sexy, action filled, dramatic



and passionate.
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